SECCO® HYDRO CREME

Pasty hydrophobic substance.
Permeable to water vapour
Practically invisible
Negligible volatility
Solvent-free
Good alkali resistance
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SECCO® HYDRO CREME
DESCRIPTION
A pasty, water-based hydrophobic substance specially developed to make mineral surfaces
and mostly non-porous concrete durably water-repellent. This is made possible thanks to
its high viscosity and long contact time, allowing it to achieve a high level of penetration.
For use on horizontal, vertical and overhead surfaces.

RECOMMENDED USE
For making brick, concrete, fibre cement, sandlime brick, joint mortars, aerated concrete
etc. water-repellent.

TECHNICAL DATA
Density:

1,15

DRYING TIMES AT 20°C/RH 50%
THEORETICAL CONSUMPTION
0,1 - 0,4 kg/m²

PRACTICAL CONSUMPTION
Dependent on many factors, such as porosity and roughness of the substrate and material
losses during application.

SURFACE PREPARATION
The surface should be clean, dry, and free of dirt and grease.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Before use, shake up and stir well to ensure a good degree of homogeneity.

APPLICATION CONDITIONS
The surface should be free of dust and grease. Mortar in poor condition must be restored
before application of this product. Apply in a single layer from the bottom of the surface to
the top, keeping the porosity of the surface in mind. Protect surrounding materials, such as
scaffolding, windows and plants, during application. Apply using a brush roller or airless
spray.
The working termperature range is between 5°C and 30°C.
Water.

SAFETY DATA
Remarks regarding safety:

Consult the relevant product safety sheet and the
information on the packaging.

SHELF LIFE
1 year from production date, provided it is stored in the unopened original packaging, in a
dry, well-ventilated space, away from direct sunlight, at a temperature between 5° and
30°C.
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